
Boutique Bins: These books are located 
in the bins near the Picture Book area 
and are meant to be read with a parent 
or older reader.

CLICK, CLACK, QUACKITY-QUACK: 
AN ALPHABETICAL ADVENTURE
Alphabet Boutique Bin (Cronin, Doreen)
Follow the alphabet on an adventure with Duck, 
one letter at a time.

A BIG AND LITTLE 
ALPHABET
Alphabet Boutique Bin 
(Rosenberg, Liz)
Animals act out verbs beginning 
with each letter of the alphabet.

DUCKIE’S RAINBOW
Concepts Boutique Bin (Barry, Frances)
On her way home, Duckie walks by many 
colorful things and by the time she reaches 
home, a rainbow has formed.

         COLOR FARM
          Concepts Boutique Bin 

(Ehlert, Lois)
          The animals on the farm 

are made up of colorful 
shapes to identify.

CHICKA CHICKA 1 2 3
Counting Boutique Bin (Martin, Bill Jr.)
Numbers from one to 
one hundred climb to 
the top of an apple tree 
in this rhyming chant.

Board Books: These books are shelved by 
the first initial of the author’s last name 
and are meant to be read with a parent 
or older reader. 

COMMOTION IN 
THE OCEAN
Andreae, Giles
Rhyming verses introduce 
a number of ocean creatures.

TRUCKS
Barton, Byron
Brief text and illustrations present a variety 
of trucks and what they do.

     BLUE HAT, GREEN HAT
     Boynton, Sandra
      Humorous animal characters 

introduce the basic colors and 
familiar items of clothing.

THE VERY HUNGRY 
CATERPILLAR
Carle, Eric
A caterpillar eats his 
way through numerous 
colorful fruits.

LITTLE DINOS DON’T BITE
Dahl, Michael
Little Dino learns that he should not bite--except 
for food, of course.
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WHEELS ON THE BUS
Owen, Ann (shelved under PB Wheels)
As the rickety old bus collects an odd assortment 
of passengers in town, the reader is invited to 
join in with the sounds and motions of the bus, 
driver, and passengers.

        WON’T YOU BE MY 
HUGAROO?

       Ryder, Joanne
        Rhyming text describes many 

different kinds of hugs.

 MY NOSE, YOUR NOSE
Walsh, Melanie
Looks at what pairs of children have in common, 
despite their obvious differences.

        TEN LITTLE FISH
        Wood, Audrey
         Ten little fish swim along   

an ocean reef, each finding 
a different reason to leave 
the school.

MOO MOO, 
BROWN COW
Wood, Jakki
Follow a curious kitten 
into a barnyard, where 
you are introduced to 
a host of baby animals 
and their mothers.

       CREEPY MONSTERS, 
       SLEEPY MONSTERS
       Yolen, Jane
       Two rambunctious monsters  
                  creep, gurgle, crawl, and 
       tumble before falling asleep.

      HOORAY FOR FISH
      Cousins, Lucy
       Little fish has all sorts of fishy 

friends in his underwater home, 
but loves one of them most of all.

COCK-A-MOO-MOO
Dallas-Conte, Juliet
Of all things, rooster has forgotten 
how to crow… or has he?

LITTLE CHICKEN’S BIG DAY
Davis, Katie
Little Chicken is tired of being told what to do by Big 
Chicken, but when they become separated he misses 
all of the clucking.

       LUNCH
       Fleming, Denise
        A very hungry mouse eats 
        a large lunch comprised of 

colorful foods.

MAMA CAT HAS 
THREE KITTENS
Fleming, Denise
 While two kittens copy everything 
their mother  does, their brother naps.

HELLO, DAY!
Lobel, Anita
Various animals greet the sunshine in their own 
unique voices, except for the owl who welcomes the 
night.

ROCK-A-BABY BAND
McMullan, Kate
Ten babies sing, dance, and 
use a variety of instruments 
to make music together.

           UP BEAR, DOWN BEAR
           Harris, Trudy
            “What goes up, must come down!” 

in this fun story about a girl and    
her teddy.

DAISY SAYS COO!
Simmons, Jane
Daisy meets a variety of animals, all of whom 
have their unique sounds that they make.

BABY CAKES
Wilson, Karma
This delightful baby game starts 
with a kiss on the nose and a 
smooch on the toes and ends 
with a tight hug. Share with your 
favorite little Baby Cakes, it’s the 
perfect way to end any day.

Picture Books: These books are shelved by the 
author’s last name and are meant to be read 
with a parent or older reader.

WHERE’S MY TEDDY?
Alborough, Jez
A small boy named Eddie goes searching for his lost 
teddy in the dark woods and comes across a gigantic 
bear with a similar problem.

         BUGS, BUGS, BUGS!
         Barner, Bob
          A nonsense rhyme introduces 

children to familiar bugs.

KITTEN RED, YELLOW, BLUE
Catalanotto, Peter
Mrs. Tuttle finds appropriate homes 
for 16 colorful kittens.


